
 
 

Attachment C - Summary of Stakeholder Comments 
 
This summary includes excerpts of stakeholder comments related to 
Design Guidelines: 
 

 
1. Comments submitted on 3/20/2013 by Ener Chiu (on behalf of the 

Chinatown Coalition) 
 

2. Excerpt - Comments submitted on 1/30/2013 by Naomi Schiff (on behalf of 
Oakland Heritage Alliance) 

 
3. Excerpt - Comments submitted on 7/12/2012 by Ener Chiu (on behalf of the 

Chinatown Coalition) 
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Ferracane, Christina

From: Ener Chiu <echiu@ebaldc.org>
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 12:12 PM
To: Ferracane, Christina
Cc: vivianh@apen4ej.org; jliou@ahschc.org; colland@aol.com; Steven Terusaki
Subject: RE: Lake Merritt - Design REview Guidelines

Hi Christina, 
 
Thanks for the quick conversation.  Let me clarify something for the folks on this email chain because I don’t think it’s 
necessarily been clear as we’ve been writing comment letters and responding to drafts of the plan.  This email reflects 
my understanding of what we have tried to communicate as a Coalition, but you should get in touch with Colland or 
Steve to confirm this. 
 
The Design Review guidelines are “strong suggestions” to a prospective developer about what the Planning Commission 
would likely care about when reviewing a project where design review is required, but they are open to 
interpretation.  The Coalition has commented on your guidelines in the letter that you had attached. 
 
The Zoning standards have not been put out for public comment yet.  These are standards that are not negotiable, 
except through variances, which require public process.  Coalition has not commented on these. 
 
I think that the Coalition (as far as design goes) is most concerned with three major design related things, and we’d like 
these items incorporated into zoning standards rather than as softer design review guidelines: 

• Base heights should not be out of context to the existing neighborhood and create an environment that is not 
pedestrian friendly. 

• Tower massing should not impede sunlight and fresh air coming into the neighborhood.  The only place where 
we see some conflict on this point is the block between 7th street and 880, where we hope to be able to have 
buildings block particulates and noise from the freeway, but realize that there may be a cost in terms of 
shadows.  This may take some imagination to reconcile. 

• Pedestrian scale building lighting and safety are extraordinarily important to us, and we need to make sure that 
all new development enhances that safety, so as much as this can be put in the zoning, that would be great. 

• Other comments in the letter are probably ok for incorporation more at the guideline level rather than as 
prescriptive zoning standards, but check with Colland or Steve on this. 

 
From an economic and neighborhood livability perspective, we are obviously most concerned with making sure that 
density above the neighborhood context triggers community benefits, so this kind of language will likely appear over and 
over again in any communication that we have with the City, whether it is the standards or as guidelines. 
 
Thanks, 
 
 
Ener Chiu 
Senior Project Manager 
East Bay Asian Local Development Corporation 
Real Estate Development 
310 8th Street, #200 
Oakland, CA 94607 
p - 510.287.5353 x338 
f - 510.763.4143 
e - echiu@ebaldc.org  
www.ebaldc.org 
 

1. Comments submitted on 3/20/2013 by Ener Chiu (on behalf of the Chinatown Coalition)



2. Oakland Heritage Alliance 
 
Design Guidelines. We cannot find an updated version of the Guidelines in the existing 
package, so we are reiterating the 7-23-12 comments we submitted to staff based on the 7-
12 draft. The attached marked-up pages include our most significant comments. 
One of our major concerns is to improve the Guidelines' consistency and integration with 
the City of Oakland's existing Design Guidelines. The proposed Guidelines are not fully in 
synch with various provisions of the existing Guidelines, notably some provisions in the 
Small Project Design Guidelines (SPDG). See the attached mark-ups for specific examples. 
There are also provisions in the draft Commercial/Corridor Guidelines that should be 
meshed with the proposed Guidelines. In addition, there are important SPDG provisions that 
are hardly reflected at all, especially in the SPDG storefronts section. Please let us know if 
you would like us to provide a highlighted copy of the SPDG noting these provisions. 
The proposed Guidelines should seek to build upon the existing Guidelines rather than 
rewrite them. It may be best to just incorporate the existing Guidelines by reference, 
including the Commercial/Corridor guidelines upon their adoption (perhaps with a summary 
of their most important provisions and supplementing them with additional provisions 
where needed) and limiting the proposed Guidelines to topics that are not fully addressed in 
the other documents, such as new construction issues specific to the Plan Area, high rise 
design and historic buildings. Although we appreciate DG-61's provision for pitched roofs 
in the 7th Street API, we continue to believe that this requirement is better addressed 
through zoning standards, as is the case elsewhere in the City. In any case, DG-61 needs to 
be further fleshed out to address issues such as roof slope and portion of the overall 45' 
height envelope that consists of the roof envelope versus the remainder of the building 
envelope. 
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2. EXCERPT - Comments submitted on 1/30/2013 by Naomi Schiff (on behalf of Oakland Heritage Alliance)





































The Chinatown Coalition is comprised of the following organizations: Asian Health Services, 
Asian Pacific Environmental Network, East Bay Asian Local Development Corporation, 

Oakland Asian Cultural Center, Buddhist Church of Oakland, National Council on Crime and 
Delinquency, The Spot Chinatown Youth Center, Hotel Oakland Tenant Association, Colland 

Jang Architecture, Clad Architects, Business Owners and Residents of Chinatown 

2. Jobs and Businesses.  All these programs can be developer funded if the proposed project 
involves public subsidies. 

3. Historical markers can be required of developers as a condition of approval if project 
involves historic site. 

4. Bike lockers, electric vehicle support facilities, transit signing, etc can be required as part 
of a TSM program. 

5. Street improvements can be required as ER mitigation measures 

10-4 Overview of Community Benefits
1. Community benefits could be accomplished through a Development Agreement process 

as set forth in Section 17.138 of the Planning Code. This option should be discussed as an 
interim action until a nexus study is completed. What is lacking from the plan is a 
discussion of what other cities have done to procure community benefits for affected 
communities. Have all these other cities completed nexus studies? The only way for the 
community to get some type of benefits from future development is for realistic 
thresholds to be adopted. The heights and FARs that are presently proposed in the Admin 
Plan are much too permissive.  Please review the Coalition letter from June 11, 2012. 

2. Anti- Displacement Strategy.  The City could adopt a zero-net-loss affordable housing 
policy for the study area. 
�
Appendix A – Lake Merritt Station Area Plan Design Guidelines 

�
Overall comments:
The text in general is very vague, ‘encouraging’ sensitivity to context, without defining what that 
means.  There are good recommendations such as suggestions on storefront design; and specific 
recommendations for commercial wrap-around of parking in developments. 

In light of this Administrative Draft being the Specific Plan for the Lake Merritt Station Area, 
the recommendations made in these Guidelines must be vetted to ensure that it accommodates 
the broad framework of future development in the area. Where development is defined and 
designated to be “prescriptive,” the guidelines do not go far enough to provide the standards and 
metrics to offer this prescriptive planning. 

Specific Comments:

Figure A.6 Step Back Above Base Height  - does not include any dimensions or levels!  Is this 
outlined any more specifically elsewhere in the document? 

DG-10  Crime Prevention through Environmental Design – Add:

3. EXCERPT - Comments submitted on 7/12/2012 by Ener Chiu (on behalf of the Chinatown Coalition)



The Chinatown Coalition is comprised of the following organizations: Asian Health Services, 
Asian Pacific Environmental Network, East Bay Asian Local Development Corporation, 

Oakland Asian Cultural Center, Buddhist Church of Oakland, National Council on Crime and 
Delinquency, The Spot Chinatown Youth Center, Hotel Oakland Tenant Association, Colland 

Jang Architecture, Clad Architects, Business Owners and Residents of Chinatown 

1) Publicly-accessible side alleys, walkways and open space should have a minimum width 
dimension, should follow maximum blank-wall allowance dimensions and/or be required to 
have adequate lighting (and video surveillance?) throughout space. 

2) Building lighting (solar, motion-sensor or otherwise) should be required at pedestrian level 
along all primary street fronts.   

DG-19  Reduce Overall Massing – Creating alleyways through developments can lead to unsafe 
conditions.  The alleyways can perhaps be designated as loading zones, or made safer through 
mandated visual surveillance (natural or digital) and lighting, otherwise not approvable.  See 
above comment as well. 

DG-21 – Slender Towers – No maximum dimensions given.  We have made recommendations 
on this in our June 11, 2012 letter. 

DG-22 – Tower Spacing – No minimum required dimension between towers given, but this is an 
area requiring specificity.  We have made recommendations on this in our June 11, 2012 letter. 

Figure A.7 Towers – The full-block site tower sizes seem, on the single tower, overly bulky, and 
on the two-tower-option, badly spaced apart.

DG-32 Views of Indoor Space – Should provide a minimum percentage transparency required 
for windows between 2 and 9 feet high.  I happen to know Redwood City downtown requires 
75%, but not sure elsewise.  What is Oakland’s? 

DG-34  Blank Wall Limitations – allow max. length of 30’  

DF-35 Awnings - Consider requiring awnings for storefronts on south- and west-facing sides of 
streets?

DG-37 Ground Level Commercial Large Retail – Should mention that loading, storage and 
equipment areas should be on non-primary street frontages or alleyways.  Restrict amount of 
ground-floor retail storefront one large retailer should be allowed, ensuring more streetfrontage 
availability for smaller businesses?     

DG-64 Painted wood clapboard is not a high-quality or durable material.  It is a lower-end façade 
material that actually requires high-maintenance, and will age badly if not maintained.  Should 
be removed from list.  Should add to list composite wood, fiber cement, and other composite 
materials that are truly durable and high-quality. 

DG-71  Building lighting (solar, motion-sensor or otherwise) should be REQUIRED at 
pedestrian level along all primary street fronts. 

3. EXCERPT - Comments submitted on 7/12/2012 by Ener Chiu (on behalf of the Chinatown Coalition)



The Chinatown Coalition is comprised of the following organizations: Asian Health Services, 
Asian Pacific Environmental Network, East Bay Asian Local Development Corporation, 

Oakland Asian Cultural Center, Buddhist Church of Oakland, National Council on Crime and 
Delinquency, The Spot Chinatown Youth Center, Hotel Oakland Tenant Association, Colland 

Jang Architecture, Clad Architects, Business Owners and Residents of Chinatown 

DG-72  Illumination – Why can’t externally lit signs illuminate upper stories?  Done in European 
cities all the time – enlivens the streetscape character at night. 

DG-77/78 – Ensure landscaping does not create visually-obstructing and/or unsafe conditions, 
and also, that it does not trap wind-blown garbage/litter. 

DG-84 / 85 :  Parking and loading building facades should be required to follow 30’ maximum 
blank-wall allowance.  Overly large curb-cuts should be minimized. 

DG-89 / 91 – Parking structures should be required to provide pedestrian lighting along all 
streetfronts. 

DG90 – Discusses required encapsulation levels of parking for different size developments. 

DG-92 – Pedestrian Access should be located close to commercial and/or active ground-floor 
use.

DG-96 – Parking podiums should not be allowed to run the full length of any one block. 

DG-98 – Consider use of solar or motion-sensor lighting to reduce energy. 

DG-109 – The document gives very specific requirements for pedestrian lighting – 2900 Kelvin 
warm-white metal halides.  Not sure why so specific. 

DG-116 – Street Furnishings – great ideas.  Would further incorporate some permanent historical 
markers and public art elements as well. 

A.5  Open Space Design Guidelines – Should incorporate shading as a priority, either through 
tree placement (with proper maintenance plan), coverings, or other strategy.   

�
Appendix B – Lake Merritt Station Area Plan Development 

1. It is Important to remember that development “potential” is not necessarily equal to 
development outcomes, especially given the optimistic projections listed in this chapter. 

2. Nearly all of the sites listed have assumed heights that are high-rise (9+ stories).  The 
majority of the remaining sites are listed as mid-rise (6 to 8 stories).  If one goal of the 
plan is to increase the number of families living in the neighborhood, then the plan should 
examine more closely whether or not families live in high-rise and mid-rise buildings.  
Our experience suggests that residents of high rise buildings tend to be young 

3. EXCERPT - Comments submitted on 7/12/2012 by Ener Chiu (on behalf of the Chinatown Coalition)
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